
SHUTTLE SERVICE BUSINESS PLANS

Valley Airporter airport shuttle business plan executive summary. Valley Airporter provides scheduled shuttle
transportation service between the regional metro.

Determine a geographic area within which you can provide reliable shuttle service. Shuttle Services Business
Plan is a lucrative business that needs a lot of strategic Planning to start and a business coach like Dayo
Adetiloye to help you start the Implementation. Find your chamber through the U. We have applied to be
members. Encourage repeat commuter business by creating discounted packages for frequent airport
commuters and business users. Startups require a lot of work and planning but with proper preparation a
business can be launched successfully. Place these promotional materials at hotels and tourist attractions, and
consider a kiosk at regional and hub airports. If college students are your focus, then advertise on college
campuses and in neighborhoods where students reside. The Market and Services Offered Cleveland currently
has four limousine service providers and four taxi services. In regard to the business customers, it is generally
accepted practice for the company to provide the transportation for their employees. It will include hours,
rates, rules and regulations, a mission statement and features and benefits of using our service. Since Juliet
Thornton of Children First Development Center, just opened last year she has had some great suggestions for
us. Our vans will be driving in a seven mile delivery radius. One Hundred and Fifty letters were mailed on
January 16, see survey and intro letter results. Effective routing, which is essential, will be made easier
because of our location. All drivers will be issued a company identification card. In the past a company would
typically hire a limousine service to pick up their worker. NCTA currently has members. The plan includes the
business vision also known as a Mission Statement , financial projections, marketing and advertising ideas,
local competitors, their share of the local market and their market niche and the background of all principal
owners of the business. For trips over four days, there is no question that PATS is more cost effective. Our
staff brings operational, marketing and promotional skills to the business. First of all the people of the
Oakland Expansion League have gone to great lengths to help us in our pursuit of the business. These groups
are particularly attractive to PATS because they will always need to get to the airport and they are willing to
pay a bit extra for the luxury of having someone take them there instead of being required to get themselves
there. PATS would schedule the pick up time and then call and send an email to confirm the pickup. We have
sufficient buses that commute virtually all round Nigeria and its west coast routes still with the same high
standard that will glee our customers taste. Fair and lowest possible prices. In the event that we are not
notified, the normal fare will be charged. A business plan is a business's road map for operation. One of which
is the introduction of Patilad transport online booking system, where you sit at the comfort of your home,
office or business place and book online for your trip. You would also need to employ drivers and engineers to
help you with the maintenance of your airport shuttle buses, vans and cars. Since the service is fairly
comparable to a louisine service, companies will encourage their workers to utilize PATS as a cost saving
measure, particularly in this economic downturn.


